
In this lab, the participants are going to configure DNSSEC for their forwarding dns zones.

1. Create a new directory (to generate keys) on your master server under /etc/bind/

cd /etc/bind
sudo mkdir keys
cd keys

2. Generate the key pairs for ZSK and KSK. There are several options for the key
algorithm and key size. For this lab, we will use RSASHA256 algorithm and a key size
of 2048 bits. dnssec-keygen  will generate the ZSK pairs by default and we need to
use KSK flag with -f  to generate KSK pairs.

sudo dnssec-keygen -a RSASHA256 -b 2048 -n ZONE groupXX.net
sudo dnssec-keygen -f KSK -a RSASHA256 -b 2048 -n ZONE groupXX.net

3. Change the owner to bind  for the files in /etc/bind/keys  directory.

sudo chown -R bind:bind /etc/bind/keys

4. You should see both of the key pairs for each zone, means there should be four keys for
each zone. For example, zone groupXX.net  would see something like this.
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$ ls
KgroupXX.net.+008+54544.key
KgroupXX.net.+008+54544.private
KgroupXX.net.+008+65421.key
KgroupXX.net.+008+65421.private

.private  is the private part of the key which must be kept secret and .key  is the
public part of the corresponding key which is free to distribute. You can read the
information of the public key as well.

$ cat KgroupXX.net.+008+54544.key
; This is a key-signing key, keyid 54544, for groupXX.net.
; Created: 20220320163709 (Sun Mar 20 16:37:09 2022)
; Publish: 20220320163709 (Sun Mar 20 16:37:09 2022)
; Activate: 20220320163709 (Sun Mar 20 16:37:09 2022)
groupXX.net. IN DNSKEY 257 3 8 AwEAAc..<sinp>..+nG1aU=

5. The public KSK is used to create the DSSET for the corresponding zone. The DSSET
needs to be added to the parent zone to build the chain of trust. Create the DSSET for
your zone and keep it in a file.

dnssec-dsfromkey KgroupXX.net.+008+54544.key

It would look something like this:

groupXX.net. IN DS 54544 8 2 0261A10233A7DD96F124C34EEB45666F1F96B016D993D55C2A1BCB6669EDCE5C

In real world, you need to put the DSSET in the parent zone using some sort of portal.
But for this lab, inform the instructors once your DSSET is ready. The instructors will
then add it to the parent zone and sign it.

6. Add the key directory in the zone configuration.

zone "groupXX.net" {
    type master;
    file "/etc/bind/zones/db.groupXX.net";
    allow-transfer { 10.0.YY.1; 2001:db8:YY::1;
    };
    key-directory "/etc/bind/keys";
    auto-dnssec maintain;
    inline-signing yes;
};

7. Check for any syntax errors in the config files or in the zone files.



named-checkconf
named-checkzone groupXX.net /etc/bind/zones

8. Reload the zone:

rndc reconfig

If required, restart bind9

sudo systemctl restart bind9

9. There are couple of commands to check BIND service and logs:

sudo systemctl status bind9

or

sudo tail -f /var/log/syslog

or

rndc status

10. To check the zone signing status, use the following command.

sudo rndc signing -list <zone name>

11. Run some dig  commands to check the signed zone data.

dig +dnssec @127.0.0.1 www.groupXX.net +multi
dig +dnssec @127.0.0.1 www.groupXX.net AAAA +multi
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